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Why studying growth is still 
central in plant biology?

Introduction



Plant growth is central to

• Survival
adaptation to physical environment (gravity, wind, light...)

• Morphogenesis
a shape can be described only by growth speed and growth direction

And by consequence is central to

• plant quality
wood properties (tension wood),

fruit quality and textures (crunchiness, mealiness, firmness)

• Yield increase
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A complex multiscale mechanism4

How can tree can stand during 
long time?

• @ cell level: Gravisensing (statolithes)
• @ tissue level: Proprioception (internal 

deformation field)
• @ tissue level: Reaction wood formation 

(cambial growth) -> generation of anisotropic 
growth stresses

• @ tree level: Bending of the trunk

Moulia, B. and Fournier, M. (2009) The power and control of gravitropic movements in plants: A biomechanical and systems biology view. J. Exp. Bot., 60, 461–486.
Bastien, R., Bohr, T., Moulia, B. and Douady, S. (2013) Unifying model of shoot gravitropism reveals proprioception as a central feature of posture control in plants. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U. 
S. A., 110, 755–60. Available at: http://www.pnas.org/content/110/2/755.full.
Barbacci, A., Constant, T. and Nepveu, G. (2009) Theoretical and experimental study of a mechanical model describing the trunk behaviour of mature beech trees (Fagus sylvatica L.) under 
the static loading of the crown. Trees - Struct. Funct., 23, 1137–1147.
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But today,

We focus on the elementary mechanisms 
occurring @ cell level



Interaction 1/1
(If you want more interaction please interupt me with questions, comments ...)

• What is growth for you?

• What are the keywords associated to 
growth?



Genes involved in growth6

Simplifications are needed:
what are the core mechanisms of growth?

Quand il y a plus que 3 flèches dans un graph il devient impossible de comprendre les causes
Etienne Klein (physicien théorique) 



Modeling (=simplification)7

Is life following laws?

Barbacci, A., Magnenet, V. and Lahaye, M. (2015) Thermodynamical journey in plant biology. Front. Plant Sci., 6, 481. 
Available at: http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/articlerender.fcgi?artid=4485339&tool=pmcentrez&rendertype=abstract.
Zwieniecki, M. a. and Dumais, J. (2011) Quantifying Green Life: Grand Challenges in Plant Biophysics and Modeling. Front. Plant Sci., 2, 1–4.

Biology ~ Stamp collection There is an invariant
Energy

(Bio)physics



Cell growth
Some clarifications



Growth is a variation of volume9

Growth involves variation of volume 
(so expressed as a power law of length (m2,m3) not in g or g/g or g/g/s ... )

V1

V2

V1= V2= 1/2 V
V = V1+V2

dV = 0



The cell wall: an anatomical particularity10

Cell Wall Vacuole
Polysaccharides
Proteins

Water

How is it possible to grow
in a cage?



Cell growth
Core mechanisms



Experiment 1: importance of water



Relation between water and turgor pressure14



Water flux is driven by gradient of concentration14

water water

Hyper-osmotic solution Isotonic solution Hypo-osmotic solution



Water flux is driven by gradient of concentration15

dVcw = 0

dVw > 0

water
P

Tensile stress

Magnitude of turgor pressure ~ 5 bar 



Growth (can) occurs everywhere13



Growth (can) occurs in restricted area17



2 different growth patterns exist18

Diffuse growth (everywhere) Apical growth (restricted area)

Parenchyma's cells
Internodal cells of characae

Pollen tube
Fungus hyphae



Growth is irreversible19

When internal pressure is down, 
growth stopped but is not negative



Take home messages20

• Irreversible cell expansion is an essential aspect of plant growth and morphogenesis.
• Growth may be highly localised, as in tip‐growing cells, or more diffuse growth
• Expansive growth of plant cells requires simultaneous uptake of water into the cell and irreversible 

expansion of the cell wall.
• Cell growth begins with cell wall loosening which leads to ‘stress relaxation’ of the cell wall which in 

turn creates the water potential difference needed for water uptake by the cell, resulting in the 
physical enlargement of the cell.

• The growing cell wall is composed of a network of cellulose microfibrils embedded in pectins and 
hemicelluloses that make up the wall matrix; these materials combine to form a load‐bearing 
structure that controls cell mechanics and physically limits cell growth.

• Deposition of new polymers to the wall is usually coordinated with surface expansion, but these are 
separable processes.

• Plant cell walls enlarge more rapidly at low pH (‘acid growth’), a process that is mediated by 
nonenzymatic proteins named α‐expansins.

• Cessation of cell enlargement likely involves multiple processes, including tightening of the 
matrix‐cellulose network and reduced expression of wall‐loosening proteins.

Is it enough?



Put everything in a model21

Lockhart's model (1965)
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behavior



Lockhart's model (1965)22

pop

A mechanisms is missing



Cell growth
Irreversible extension of the cell wall



Just another brick in the wall24

Proseus, T.E. and Boyer, J.S. (2008) Calcium pectate chemistry causes growth to be stored in Chara corallina: A test of the pectate cycle. Plant, Cell Environ., 31, 1147–1155.

Brick (HG)

Ca2+

Weak interaction

Tension in the CW

Weaker 
interaction

Higher Ca2+

motivity

New bricks are bound
into the cell wall

tension 
decreases

Water uptake



Take home messages25

• Irreversible cell expansion is an essential aspect of plant growth and morphogenesis.
• Growth may be highly localised, as in tip‐growing cells, or more diffuse growth
• Expansive growth of plant cells requires simultaneous uptake of water into the cell and irreversible 

expansion of the cell wall.
• Cell growth begins with cell wall loosening which leads to ‘stress relaxation’ of the cell wall which in 

turn creates the water potential difference needed for water uptake by the cell, resulting in the 
physical enlargement of the cell.

• Deposition of new polymers to the wall is usually coordinated with surface expansion, but these are 
separable processes.

• The growing cell wall is composed of a network of cellulose microfibrils embedded in pectins and 
hemicelluloses that make up the wall matrix; these materials combine to form a load‐bearing 
structure that controls cell mechanics and physically limits cell growth.

• Plant cell walls enlarge more rapidly at low pH (‘acid growth’), a process that is mediated by 
nonenzymatic proteins named α‐expansins.

• Cessation of cell enlargement likely involves multiple processes, including tightening of the 
matrix‐cellulose network and reduced expression of wall‐loosening proteins.

Is it enough?



New model (more complex)26

Barbacci A, Lahaye M, Magnenet V (2013) Another Brick in the Cell Wall: Biosynthesis Dependent Growth 
Model. PLoS ONE 8(9): e74400. https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0074400



Principle of model27

Internal energy 

Constitutive equations Gibbs-Duhem

Grouping chemical species by reactions & time



Results of the model28

Tension in 
the CW

Weaker 
interaction

Higher 
Ca2+

motivity

New bricks are 
bound

into the cell 
wall

tension 
decreases

Water 
uptake



Take home messages29

• Irreversible cell expansion is an essential aspect of plant growth and morphogenesis.
• Growth may be highly localised, as in tip‐growing cells, or more diffuse growth
• Expansive growth of plant cells requires simultaneous uptake of water into the cell and irreversible 

expansion of the cell wall.
• Cell growth begins with cell wall loosening which leads to ‘stress relaxation’ of the cell wall which in 

turn creates the water potential difference needed for water uptake by the cell, resulting in the 
physical enlargement of the cell.

• Deposition of new polymers to the wall is usually coordinated with surface expansion, but these are 
separable processes.

• The growing cell wall is composed of a network of cellulose microfibrils embedded in pectins and 
hemicelluloses that make up the wall matrix; these materials combine to form a load‐bearing 
structure that controls cell mechanics and physically limits cell growth.

• Plant cell walls enlarge more rapidly at low pH (‘acid growth’), a process that is mediated by 
nonenzymatic proteins named α‐expansins.

• Cessation of cell enlargement likely involves multiple processes, including tightening of the 
matrix‐cellulose network and reduced expression of wall‐loosening proteins.

Not so bad



Plant cell wall
Composition



Plant cell wall is composed mainly by 
polysaccharides31

linear polymer of glucose



Plant cell wall is composed mainly by 
polysaccharides32

Cosgrove, D.J. (2016) Plant cell wall extensibility: Connecting plant cell growth with cell wall structure, mechanics, and the action of wall-modifying enzymes. J. 
Exp. Bot., 67, 463–476.

xyloglucan, 
glucuronoarabinoxylan, 
mannans

Glucose

Xylulose

Fucose

Galactose

Hemicelluloses



Plant cell wall is composed mainly by 
polysaccharides33

xyloglucan, 
glucuronoarabinoxylan, 
mannans

Xylose

Arabinose

Hemicelluloses



Plant cell wall is composed mainly by 
polysaccharides34

xyloglucan, 
glucuronoarabinoxylan, 
mannans

Mannose Glucose

Galactose

Mannose

Mannose

Hemicelluloses



Plant cell wall is composed mainly by 
polysaccharides35

homogalacturonans
rhamnogalacturonans

Pectins



Take home messages36

• Irreversible cell expansion is an essential aspect of plant growth and morphogenesis.
• Growth may be highly localised, as in tip‐growing cells, or more diffuse growth
• Expansive growth of plant cells requires simultaneous uptake of water into the cell and irreversible 

expansion of the cell wall.
• Cell growth begins with cell wall loosening which leads to ‘stress relaxation’ of the cell wall which in 

turn creates the water potential difference needed for water uptake by the cell, resulting in the 
physical enlargement of the cell.

• Deposition of new polymers to the wall is usually coordinated with surface expansion, but these are 
separable processes.

• The growing cell wall is composed of a network of cellulose microfibrils embedded in pectins and 
hemicelluloses that make up the wall matrix; 

• these materials combine to form a load‐bearing structure that controls cell mechanics and 
physically limits cell growth.

Is it enough?



Plant cell wall
Creation of mechanical properties



Creation of mechanical properties38

Plant cell division: building walls in the right places Laurie G. Smith Nature Reviews Molecular Cell 
Biology 2, 33-39 (2001) doi:10.1038/35048050

The tethered network
captif

More or less true
More or less false



Toward new models39

Cosgrove, D.J. (2016) Plant cell wall extensibility: Connecting plant cell growth with cell wall structure, mechanics, and the action of wall-modifying enzymes. J. 
Exp. Bot., 67, 463–476.

Order of magnitude of E:

0.5 MPa during growth
21GPa for steel



But it is not so simple40



Methods41

Apple 
parenchyma

Enzyme

Isotonic Buffer: P=cte

Which polysaccharide 
family contributes the most 
to the mechanical 
properties?



HG, cryst cell, fuc xyg are important for mechanical properties42



HG, cryst cell, fuc xyg are important for mechanical properties43



Role of pectin revisited44



Plant cell wall
Assembly of new bricks into CW



Cell wall lossening mechanism46

2 possible mechanisms

slippage

cut & bind

No modification of the stifness

modification of the stifness



Cell wall loosening mechanism47

Wall loosening = creep
Expansins

• ɑ (work @ low pH <-> acid growth auxin induced). Induced creep without 
reducing wall stiffness 

• β. Solubilize matrix polysaccharides (xylan & HG) -> lytic action. Real activity 
is still fuzzy. 

• Bacterial. ~ ɑ-expansin

?

Endoglucanases & endotranglucosidase (Xyg-Cell)
• Cel12A (endoglucanase) ~ similar to ɑ-expansin but slower
• XTH GH9-GH16

Pectin methylesterase and other pectin-modifying enzymes 
(HG)

• demethylesterase causes wall stiffening

sl
ip

pa
ge

cu
t &

 b
in

d



Take home messages48

• Irreversible cell expansion is an essential aspect of plant growth and morphogenesis.
• Growth may be highly localised, as in tip‐growing cells, or more diffuse growth
• Expansive growth of plant cells requires simultaneous uptake of water into the cell and irreversible 

expansion of the cell wall.
• Cell growth begins with cell wall loosening which leads to ‘stress relaxation’ of the cell wall which in 

turn creates the water potential difference needed for water uptake by the cell, resulting in the 
physical enlargement of the cell.

• Deposition of new polymers to the wall is usually coordinated with surface expansion, but these are 
separable processes.

• The growing cell wall is composed of a network of cellulose microfibrils embedded in pectins and 
hemicelluloses that make up the wall matrix; 

• these materials combine to form a load‐bearing structure that controls cell mechanics and 
physically controls cell growth.

• Cells growth involves the reshuffling of the cell wall (via proteins)



Plant cell wall
Measuring plant cell wall mechanical properties



Measuring CW properties50

Osmotic shock
Measure = E of the CW

Measure = E of the CW+
Pt contribution

Pt contribution



Measuring CW properties51



Measuring CW properties52



Measuring CW properties53



Plant cell wall
Significant work is still needed



To go further55



to go further56





Plant cell wall

Download this slide show @
http://qiplab.weebly.com/


